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Abstract
It is well known that on classes of graphs of bounded tree-width, every monadic second-order
property is decidable in polynomial time. The converse is not true without further assump-
tions. It follows from the work of Robertson and Seymour, that if a class of graphs K has
unbounded tree-width and is closed under minors, then K contains all planar graphs. But on
planar graphs, three-colorability is NP-complete. Hence, if P = NP and on K every existential
monadic second-order property is in P, then K has bounded tree-width. In other words, for K
closed under minors, K is of bounded tree-width i8 all monadic second-order properties are
decidable in P.
In this note we prove that in order to characterize classes of graphs of bounded tree-width
where the monadic quanti"er hierarchy collapses, closure under minors can be replaced by closure
under topological minors. Closure under minors of K implies that K is in P, whereas we also
note that there is a class of graphs K closed under topological minors which is not even r.e.
We also show, that closure under induced subgraphs or even under subgraphs alone does not
su;ce to show that the collapse of the monadic quanti"er hierarchy on K implies that K is of
bounded tree-width or clique-width.
Other characterizations of classes of bounded tree-width in terms of collapses of the monadic
quanti"er hierarchy to levels above the existential are discussed.
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1. Introduction and main results
To honor A. Slissenko’s 60th birthday we deal with a topic related to A. Slissenko’s
work [33,34]. 3 In [34] Slissenko showed that on classes K of graphs generated by
certain graph grammars, called Slissenko grammars in [26], the existence of Hamilto-
nian cycles (HAM) can be decided in polynomial time. Graphs generated by Slissenko
grammars are of bounded tree-width. Under suitable coding of graphs 4 as with vertices
and edges as universes, HAM is de"nable in monadic second-order logic (MSOL). If
graphs are of tree-width k, then this coding can be viewed as bipartite graphs with
edges representing the incidence relation of the original edges, and these graphs still
have tree-width at most k + 1, cf. the discussion in Section 7. Therefore, Slissenko’s
result can be viewed as a precursor of the fact that on graphs of bounded tree-width
properties de"nable in MSOL (even in this encoding) are recognizable in polynomial
time. This was observed by many authors around 1990 for various logical formalisms 5
cf. Section 1.5, Theorem 10.
We look for necessary and su;cient conditions on a class K of (possibly colored)
graphs which insures that all MSOL de"nable properties are solvable in polynomial
time, or less dramatically, such that the monadic second-order quanti"er hierarchy
collapses on K to some "nite level. In these cases we say that the monadic quanti7er
hierarchy K-collapses to P (resp. to some speci7c level). From what we said before,
a su;cient condition on K for this to happen is that the tree-width of graphs in K be
bounded.
1.1. Graphs, subgraphs and minors
In this paper graphs are structures of the form G=〈V; E〉 where V (the vertices) is
the universe, and E (the edges) is the interpretation of a binary relation symbol R. We
occasionally also write G=〈G(V ); G(E)〉. Graphs can be colored by allowing several
edge relations E1; : : : ; E (edge colors) and by allowing unary predicates P1; : : : ; P on
the vertices (vertex colors). Vertex colors need not be disjoint. For the purpose of
complexity considerations graphs are coded as strings, but by abuse of notation, we
identify graphs and their codings as strings, unless confusions have to be avoided.
A graph H is a subgraph of a graph G if V (H)⊆V (G) and E(H)⊆E(G). A graph
H is an induced subgraph of a graph G if V (H)⊆V (G) and E(H)=E(G)∩V (H)2.
A graph H is a minor of a graph G if it can be obtained from a subgraph of G
by contracting edges. A graph H is a topological minor of a graph G if it can be
obtained from a subgraph of G by replacing repeatedly induced paths of length 2 by
single edges. For details on minors and topological minors, cf. [15, Chapter 12]. We
say that a class of graphs K is M-closed (T-closed, S-closed, I-closed) if K is closed
under minors (topological minors, subgraphs, induced subgraphs, respectively). Clearly,
we have
3 The spelling of the name varies and both Slissenko and Slisenko appear as author names of his papers.
4 If the universe consists of vertices only, HAM is not MSOL-de"nable, cf. [14,2].
5 See Refs. [6,12,1,4]. It seems that Courcelle was the "rst to note the version for monadic second-order
logic.
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Observation 1. Topological minors, induced subgraphs and subgraphs of a graph G
are all minors of G. Induced subgraphs are also subgraphs. Hence M-closed implies
T-closed, S-closed, and I-closed, and S-closed implies I-closed. No other implications
hold.
1.2. Tree-width
The tree-width of a graph measures to what degree a graph is similar to a tree. A
graph has tree-width at most k if it is a subgraph of a k-tree. Trees have tree-width 1
and cliques Kn have tree-width n − 1. For details on tree-width cf. [15, Chapter 12].
Tree-width and minors are also well de"ned for edge and vertex colored graphs. When
contracting edges, the resulting vertex will inherit both colors of the end points of the
contracted edge. Topological minors are well de"ned for vertex colored graphs. When
replacing induced paths of length 2 by an edge, the intermediate vertices are dropped.
The following follows from the de"nition of tree-width.
Proposition 2. A minor (topolgical minor, induced subgraph or subgraph) of a graph
of tree-width at most k has also tree-width at most k.
1.3. Clique-width
The clique-width of a graph measures to what degree a graph is similar to an
overlapping family of cliques. It was "rst introduced by Courcelle et al. [9]. We shall
not need the technical de"nition of clique-width, and the interested reader is referred
to [29,13,10,11] We collect here a few facts to allow comparison of our results on
tree-width and possible extensions for clique-width.
Fact 3. Cliques have clique-width 2.
Golumbic and Rotics proved in [21].
Proposition 4. The grids Gridn have clique-width n+ 1.
From this, together with Fact 3 we see immediately that
Fact 5. Clique-width is not preserved under subgraphs.
In contrast, we have
Proposition 6. An induced subgraph H of a graph G of clique-width at most k has
also clique-width at most k.
Proof. Use induction over the parsetree of G which witnesses the clique-width of G.
It is open whether a topological minor of a graph of clique-width k has clique-width
at most k, cf. [13]. Every class of graphs of tree-width at most k has clique-width at
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most f(k), for some f depending only on k, cf. [13]. On the other hand, the following
was shown by Courcelle and Engelfriet [8].
Proposition 7. A graph G of an S-closed class K of graphs of clique-width at most
k has tree-width at most g(k; K) for some g independent of G.
We shall see in Section 6 that the same is true for closure under topological minors.
Proposition 8. A graph G of a T-closed class K of graphs of clique-width at most k
has tree-width at most g(k; K) for some g independent of G.
1.4. Monadic hierarchies
Monadic Second-Order Logic (MSOL) on graphs is the logic where we can talk
about instances of the edge relation R, interpreted by G(E), and equality of vertices.
We are allowed to form conjunctions, disjunctions and negations, and quantify both
over elements and subsets of V (but not subsets of V k for k¿2). Let L⊆MSOL be
fragment of MSOL. An L-property of graphs is a class of graphs P which is L-
de"nable, i.e. for which there is a sentence ∈L such that G∈P i8 P |=. ∃L is
the fragment of MSOL which consists of formulas of the form
∃X1∃X2; : : : ;∃Xm(X1; X2; : : : ; Xm; R);
where  is an L formula. If L=FOL then ∃FOL is usually denoted by ∃MSOL (to
avoid confusion with existential "rst-order formulas). The MSOL-(quanti"er) hierarchy
is de"ned by 1MSOL=∃MSOL, 1MSOL is the fragment consisting of negations of
1MSOL properties. The hierarchy is then extended to k+1MSOL=∃kMSOL and
k+1MSOL=∀kMSOL.
Recall the polynomial hierarchy PH=
⋃
k 
poly
k , with 
poly
0 =P, the polynomial time
computable problems, and poly1 =NP. In the literature, cf. [18], ∃MSOL is called
monadic NP. In analogy, we can speak of MSOL and kMSOL as monadic PH and
monadic polyk , respectively. For a class of graphs K we write MSOL≡K kMSOL for
the statement that monadic PH K-collapses to monadic polyk ,
6 or equivalently, if over
K every MSOL formula is equivalent to an kMSOL formula.
For the complexity of model checking for MSOL-formulas, cf. [28].
De#nition 9. Let L be fragment of MSOL and K be a class of graphs. We say that K
is L-polynomial if for every L-property  there is a polynomial time Turing machine
A such that, for every G∈K , A accepts (the string code of) G i8 A∈.
Our starting point is the following, by now well known, generalization of Slissenko’s
theorem cf. [3,1,7]:
Theorem 10. Let K be a class of graphs of bounded tree-width. Then K is MSOL-
polynomial.
6 One of the anonymous referees of this paper objected to this terminology, calling it a ‘terminological
monster’ as it mixes logic and complexity. We therefore avoid this established terminology in the sequel.
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The same holds for classes K of clique-width at most 2, which includes the cliques,
and therefore may have unbounded tree-width, cf. [10]. 7 This shows that the converse
of Theorem 10 does not hold.
1.5. Main results
In this paper, we discuss under which additional assumption on K a converse of
Theorem 10 does hold. This question was "rst discussed in [30]. We analyze the four
closure conditions M-closed, T-closed, S-closed and I-closed. Our main results are:
Theorem 11. Assume that P =NP. If K is ∃MSOL-polynomial and T-closed, then K
is of bounded tree-width.
By Observation 1 above, this also holds for M-closed classes. In contrast, we have
Proposition 12. There is a class of graphs K which is MSOL-polynomial and S-closed,
but has unbounded tree-width.
Classes of graphs of clique-width at most 3 are also MSOL-polynomial, [11,5]. So
are their closures under induced subgraphs. It is therefore natural to ask whether an
analog of Theorem 11 holds, i.e. whether an MSOL-polynomial class of graphs which
is I-closed or S-closed is necessarily of bounded clique-width. The answer is negative.
Proposition 13. There is a class of graphs K which is MSOL-polynomial and S-closed
(and hence also I-closed), but has unbounded clique-width.
The proof of Theorem 11 is given in Sections 2 and 4. The proofs of propositions
12 and 13 are given in Section 5.
On words and directed trees, every MSOL formula is equivalent to an ∃MSOL for-
mula, but even on planar graphs, this is not true, cf. Proposition 29. Do we need in
Theorem 11 the hypothesis that the monadic quanti"er hierarchy does not K-collapse
to P?
Theorem 14. Assume that the polynomial hierarchy PH is a proper hierarchy. If
MSOL≡K kMSOL for some k¿1 and K is T-closed, then K is of bounded tree-
width.
Problem 15. Is there a class K of bounded tree-width on which the monadic quanti"er
hierarchy does not K-collapse at any level. In other words, is there a class K of
bounded tree-width, such that for every k there is a k+1MSOL property P which is
not equivalent over K to a k MSOL property?
7 Theorem 10 also holds for classes of clique-width at most 3, cf. [5], but is open for clique-width at
most 4 and higher.
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We would rather expect a positive answer, but to the best of our knowledge, this is
open.
Remark 16. (i) Already for tree-width 2 (disjoint unions of cycles) the property CONN
(connected) is 1MSOL but not 1MSOL.
(ii) However, on graphs of tree-width at most 1 (undirected forests), MSOL collapses
to 1MSOL.
(i) is proven by Fagin [17] for graphs of tree-width at most 2. (ii) follows from the
automata characterization of MSOL on "nite trees, cf. [36,16,23].
The "rst to prove a theorem, where some complexity assumption on a class K of
graphs implies that K is of bounded tree-width, was Seese [32]. He showed that of
the MSOL theory of K is decidable then K is of bounded tree-width. In a sense
this can be viewed as a predecessor to Theorem 11 where ∃MSOL-polynomial is
replaced by decidability of the MSOL theory of K , and no closure condition is
needed.
Not so similar but related to Theorem 11 are the characterization of classes of
formulas for which the evaluation of "rst-order conjunctive queries is "xed parameter
tractable, [24]. This happens i8 the tree-width of the (underlying graph of the) formulas
is bounded.
2. Discussion and proofs
Various weaker versions of Theorems 11 and 14 follow with short proofs from results
available in the literature. The basic ingredients of such proofs are the following facts.
The "rst follows directly from a theorem of Robertson and Seymour [15, Theorem
12.4.4].
Fact 17. Assume K is M-closed and of unbounded tree-width. Then K contains all
planar graphs.
We denote by 3COL the class of 3-colorable graphs. 3COL is an ∃MSOL property.
The following is from [19, Problem GT4].
Fact 18. On planar graphs 3COL is NP-complete. This is also true if we restrict it to
planar graphs of degree at most 4.
From facts 17 and 18 we get
Corollary 19. Assume that P =NP. If K is ∃MSOL-polynomial and M-closed, then
K is of bounded tree-width.
A picture is an (m× n)-rectangular grid where the vertices are colored with a "xed
number of colors. Picture languages are sets of pictures. For a class of graphs K ,
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K-pictures are graphs from K where the vertices are colored with a "xed number of
colors. Schweikardt, [31], showed that on picture languages with at least four colors
the MSOL hierarchy does not collapse. More precisely
Fact 20. For every k∈N there are picture languages Qk with four colors which are
kMSOL-de"nable and complete for 
poly
k ⊆PH.
From Facts 17 and 20 we get
Corollary 21. Assume that the polynomial hierachy PH is a proper hierarchy. If K
is M-closed, and for every set L of K-pictures with four colors the MSOL hierarchy
collapses to some level k, then K is of bounded tree-width.
Proof. Assume K is M-closed but of unbounded tree-width. Then K contains all
the planar graphs, hence the grids. By assumption, for every picture language L we
have MSOL≡LkMSOL, so in particular for Qk we have MSOL≡Qk kMSOL. But
Qk is 
poly
k -complete, so we have 
poly
k =
poly
1 , and the full polynomial hierachy
collapses.
The additional di;culty in proving Theorems 11 and 14 has two sources. First,
Fact 17 is not true for T-closed classes. However, using the fact that every minor of
G of degree at most 3 is a toplogical minor of G, [15, Proposition 1.7.2], implies
Fact 22. Assume K is T-closed and of unbounded tree-width. Then K contains all
planar graphs of degree at most 3.
With fact 22 instead of fact 17 we only need to prove:
Proposition 23. There are polyk -complete problems on planar graphs of degree at
most 3 which are kMSOL-de7nable.
We shall provide such problems in Section 4, Proposition 29.
Theorems 11 and 14 now follow easily from Fact 22 and Proposition 23.
3. M-closed vs. T-closed classes
By the celebrated theorem of Robertson and Seymour, cf. [15, Chapter 12],
M-closed classes of graphs can be characterized by a "nite set of forbidden minors. A
consequence of this is
Theorem 24. If K is M-closed then membership in K can be decided in polynomial
time.
In contrast to this, there are T-closed classes of arbitrary complexity.
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Proposition 25. For every set A⊂N there is a class of graphs KA which is T-closed
and such that A is polynomial time Turing reducible to KA.
To prove this we need a de"nition and two lemmas.
De#nition 26. Let m∈N. An m-collier Com is a graph obtained from a circle Cm by
replacing each edge e=(ue; ve) by an C3, i.e. we add a vertex we and two edges
(ue; we) and (ve; we).
The following lemmas are easy to see.
Lemma 27. Let Com and Con be two colliers. such that Com is a topological minor
of Con. Then m=n.
Proof. As we cannot contract edges, but only reduce simple paths of length ¿2 to a
single edge, the minors of a collier never form a collier.
Lemma 28. Let A⊂N, CA={Com: m∈N} and KA be the T-closure of CA. Then A
is (polynomial time) Turing reducible to both CA and KA.
Proof. In KA the set of m-colliers is recognizable in polynomial time. Furthermore,
the question whether G is a T-minor of a collier is also recognizable in polynomial
time.
Now Proposition 25 follows immediately.
4. Hard problems on planar graphs of degree 3
In this section, we de"ne problems PLANSAT and QkPLANSAT which have the
properties given in Proposition 29. This provides us with the missing link in the proof
of Theorems 11 and 14.
Proposition 29. (i) PLANSAT is an ∃MSOL-de7nable problem on graphs whose
restriction to planar graphs of degree at most 3 is NP-complete.
(ii) For k¿2, QkPLANSAT is a kMSOL-de7nable problem on graphs whose
restriction to planar graphs of degree at most 3 is polyk -complete.
To de"ne PLANSAT , we use two gadgets which allow us to encode instances of
3SAT in planar graphs 8 of degree at most 3. They are shown in Fig. 1. The "rst one
is used to encode clauses, so we call it a clause. It consists of 16 vertices: ei and
ti; j, for i∈{1; 2; 3} and j∈{1; 2; 3; 4}, and c. For a "xed i, the ti; j form a square with
edges between ti; j and ti; l, when j + l is odd, and ei is attached by an edge to ti;3.
8 The ideas of the construction were used by Goldschlager [20] to prove that the planar circuit value
problem is complete for polynomial time under logspace reductions.
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Fig. 1. The clause and the round-point.
Vertex c is attached by edges to each ti;1, i ∈ {1; 2; 3}. The vertex ei is called the ith
entry of the clause. It is negative if there is an edge between ti;2 and ti;4 (a diagonal),
and positive if not. So, there are, up to isomorphism, four types of clauses according
to the number of negative entries in it. c is called the center of the clause. Call the
vertices c and ti; j, 16i63 and 16j64, interior vertices of the clause.
The second gadget is called a round-point since it is used to organize in the plane
the circulation of the values. It consists of 8 vertices: r1; : : : ; r4 forming a square with
edges between ri and rj when i + j is odd, and s1; : : : ; s4 with each si attached by an
edge to ri. The vertices ri are called interior vertices of the round point. si and sj with
i + j even, are called opposed exterior vertices.
In an arbitrary graph, an induced subgraph is called a clause or a round-point,
provided (1) it is isomorphic to one of the four clauses, or respectively, the round-point,
and (2) its exterior vertices have degree at most 2. The last stipulation is necessary
in order to recognize clauses and round-points from other induced subgraphs avoiding
overlaps.
Claim 30. There are 7rst-order formulas, Int(x), P− ent(x; y), N− ent(x; y) and
Opp(x; y) such that given an arbitrary graph G and vertices u; v; w in it:
(i) G |= Int(v) i= v is the interior of a round-point or a clause of G.
(ii) G |=P − ent(u; v) i= there is a clause with center u and positive entry v.
(iii) G |=N − ent(u; v) i= there is a clause with center u and negative entry v.
(iv) G |=Opp(u; v) i= u and v are opposed exterior vertices of a round-point.
An arbitrary graph G can now be seen as encoding an instance of 3SAT : the vari-
ables are the connected components of the graph B(G) obtained from G by removing
all interior vertices of clauses and round-points and ‘bridging’ all round-points: new
edges are added connecting each pair of opposed exterior vertices. Variables appear
positively (negatively) in a clause if they include a positive (negative) entry of the
clause.
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Fig. 2. Encoding a formula as a planar graph of degree 3.
A partial assignment for G is then given by a pair (T;F) of disjoint sets of
vertices such that:
(i) Two neighbors not lying in the interior of a clause or a round-point are both or
none in T, as in F.
(ii) Two opposed exterior vertices of a round-point are both or none in T, as in F.
The partial assignment given by (T;F) satis"es the formula encoded by G if every
clause in G has a positive entry in T or a negative entry in F.
Claim 31. There is a monadic second-order formula without second-order quanti7ca-
tions Sat(X; Y ), such that given an arbitrary graph G and two sets of vertices T and
F, G |=Sat(T;F) i= (T;F) give a satisfying assignment for the formula encoded
by G.
On the other hand, given an instance  of 3SAT , there is a planar graph G of
degree 63 encoding it. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In the "rst level the clauses are listed and each lower level corresponds to a variable.
It is easy to see that computing the graph G out of  can be done in polynomial
time in the size of .
Recall that the problem QkSAT that consists of those instances of 3-SAT with vari-
ables of k di8erent types such that ‘there is an assignment of the variables of "rst type
such that for any assignment of the variables of second type there is an assignment of
the variables of third type ... the union of these assignments satis"es the formula’ is
polyk -complete (cf. [35])
To get the version QkPLANSAT of QkSAT , we use the same basic construction as for
PLANSAT . In this case, however, it is necessary to distinguish between the k di8erent
types of variables. This is done by using some extra gadgets, for example cycles of
di8erent length. The variables of ‘ith type’ would be, say, those components of B(G)
containing an induced cycle of size i + 2 but no induced cycle of size = i + 2.
A graph is in QkPLANSAT , provided
(i) Every connected component of B(G) contains induced cycles of only one size
6k + 2, and
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(ii) There is a partial assignment (T1;F1), whose union contains any induced C3 of
non-interior vertices, such that for any partial assignment (T2;F2), whose union
contains any induced C4 of non-interior vertices, ... and every clause in G has a
positive entry in
⋃k
i=1Ti or a negative entry in
⋃k
i=1Fi.
The "rst condition can be expressed by a sentence in ∀MSOL and the second by one
in kMSOL. As before, the codi"caton of an instance of QkSAT by a planar graph of
degree 63 is easily seen to be computable in polynomial time.
Theorems 11 and 14 now follow easily from Fact 22 and Proposition 23 from
Section 2.
5. Closure under (induced) subgraphs is too weak
Let n¿1. The n-subdivision of a graph G is the graph (G)n obtained from G by
replacing each edge by a path of length n. Kn is the clique-with n vertices.
Proposition 32. Let K1 be the closure under subgraphs of the class {(Kn)2n : n¿1}.
K1 has unbounded tree-width and is MSOL-polynomial.
Proof. To prove that K1 is MSOL-polynomial, observe that the number of vertices
of degree ¿3 in a connected component of a graph G in K1 is logarithmic in the
size of the component. Given a number r, one can compute in linear time, using
standard techniques, the MSOL type up to quanti"er rank r of each maximal induced
path and produce a reduced graph obtained by replacing the paths by edges with color
corresponding to the type. The size of the reduced graph thus obtained is logarithmic in
the size of the original graph. Moreover, the validity in the original graph of an MSOL-
sentence  of quanti"er rank at most r can be reduced to the validity of a translation,
red of , in the reduced graph. A brute force algorithm which uses exponential time
can be used to decide the validity of red in the reduced graph.
To see that K1 has unbounded tree-width, we note that the cliques Kn are minors
of graphs in K1.
This proves Proposition 12. Using Proposition 7, we see that K1 has also unbounded
clique-width, which proves Proposition 13. A more informative proof of Proposition 13
is as follows.
Proposition 33. Let K2 be the closure under induced subgraphs of the class {(Gridn)2n:
n¿1}. K2 has unbounded clique-width and is MSOL-polynomial.
Proof. K2 contains only planar graphs, hence, by [25], if the clique-width of K2 were
bounded by k, so its tree-width would be bounded by 6k − 1. But the grids Gridn are
topological minors of graphs in K2 and have tree-width O(n). Hence the clique-width
of K2 is unbounded. To show that K2 is MSOL-polynomial we proceed as in the proof
of proposition 32.
This proves Propositions 12 and 13.
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6. Clique-width vs. tree-width
Here we discuss under what closure conditions a class of graphs of clique-width
at most k has bounded tree-width. Gurski and Wanke [25] proved among other the
following properties of graphs of clique-width k:
Proposition 34. Let G be a graph of clique-width at most k.
(i) If G is planar, the G has tree-width at most 6k − 1.
(ii) If G has degree at most d, then G has tree-width at most 3kd− 1.
We now want to prove Proposition 8, namely that if K is of clique-width at most
k, and K is T-closed, then it is of tree-width at most k ′ for some k ′ independently
of G.
Proof of Proposition 8. Assume for contradiction that K is T-closed and is of un-
bounded tree-width. Then, by Fact 22, K contains all planar graphs of degree at most 3.
In particular, it contains all the hexagonal grids, i.e. the regular planar graphs of degree
3 where very edge belongs to exactly two C6’s. By assumption, the clique-width of the
hexagonal grids would be bounded by k and by Proposition 34 their tree-width would
be bounded by min{6k − 1; 9k − 1}=6k − 1. But the (quadratic) grids Gridn×n are
minors of the hexagonal grids, and therefore their tree-width would also be bounded
by 6k − 1, by Proposition 2, a contradiction.
Corollary 35. Let K be a class of graphs of clique-width at most k.
(i) The closure of K under induced subgraphs has also clique-width at most k.
(ii) If K is T-closed or S-closed (or M-closed) then K is of bounded tree-width.
A natural question is
Question 36. Which closure condition implies that an MSOL-polynomial class of graphs
K is of bounded clique-width, but not necessarily of bounded tree-width?
Our study shows that such a closure condition should imply closure under induced
substructures, but not closure under topological minors or substructures.
7. Conclusions
We have investigated the question under what closure conditions MSOL-polynomial
classes are of bounded tree-width. We have shown that closure under topological minors
is su;cient, but closure under substructures is not.
MSOL as a logic is very sensitive to the choice of representations of graphs and the
choice of vocabulary in general, cf. [7]. A more stable version is bounded second-order
logic BSLO, introduced in [27], which also appears under the name of guarded second-
order logic GSLO in [22]. Here we can quantify over subsets of the basic relations as
well. By changing the vocabulary such that tuples of the old relations become elements
of the new structure and by introducing many binary relations for the projections of
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these tuples we can reduce GSOL to MSOL. In the case of the binary edge relation of
graphs G=〈V; E〉 this corresponds to the passage from G to the incidence graph I(G).
De#nition 37. The incidence graph of G=〈V; E〉 is a bipartite graph I(G)=〈I(V );
I(E)〉 of edges and vertices of G with I(V )=V ∪ E and for e=(v; w) (v; w)∈E i8
(v; e)∈I(E) and (w; e)∈I(E). In other words we replace every edge in E by a path of
length 2.
Furthermore, it was shown in [11, Section 3.3] that
Proposition 38. If G is an undirected graph and has tree-width at most k, then its
incidence graph I(G) has tree-width at most k + 1.
The same also works for arbitrary relational structures with suitable generalizations
of tree-width. Therefore, Theorem 10 also holds for GSOL. However, its analog does
not hold for classes of bounded clique-width.
Problem 39. Can the closure conditions in Theorem 11 be weakened for GSOL-polynomial
classes?
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